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About This Content

Three new episodes "A Brilliant Scheme", "Elite" and "Struggle to Survive" will be added to your Survey Mission.

*This product is included in Episode All Set which contains all 9 episodes. Be careful not to make multiple purchases of the
same item.

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version.
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Title: Attack on Titan - Episode 3
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10

Processor: Core i7 870 2.8GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: Pixel Shader 3.0 over 3D Accelerator chip , VRAM 1GB over

English,French,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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The Labyrinth in a Game where you go in and create a team in which you would go into a dungeon and attempt to make it to the
bottom. Its fairly easy (I have played it on hard mode) and there are many different possibilities for the room to be. Overall its a
fun game and I'll be putting more Hours into this and There can be so much more in Future updates.. What a great local co-op
game. It is perfect to pick up and play with very simple rules and controls. Everything about it is flawless. Get it ASAP.. great
game, it is sort of a mix between a classic jrpg and PSP\/PS2 rpg. You are looking at around 10-12 hours of story gameplay so
for the base game the price it is more than acceptable. If it's on sale then it's a no brainer and GET IT.

the base game is split in two arcs.

the first arc is fetch questing. But unlike modern rpgs the game does not hold your hand what to get and where. Like classic rpgs
the game may give you a hint , but mostly you need to interact with everything and figure it out on your own.

the second arc is all about dungeon crawling and this is where the true beauty and story in this game lies.
the combat is fairly simply yet unforgiving. The combat is in real time where you can choose between attacking, guarding and
dodging. If you guard at the correct time you perform a parry which lets you use a skill or use items. so if you decide to spam
attacks only dont look weird if you get oneshot by an enemy attack\/skill. Enemy attacks are colour coded just like your combat
options that should explain enough oh the combat works.

Just like any rpgs you are expected to grind some xp and gear from bosses before you tackle the next floor.

The DLC has no english translation yet ont he moment this review is written so I can't comment on that yet.

Pro's
cute low poly graphics
great music
Japanese voice acting for some characters
act one is full of jokes
act two has a great story

Con's
no ingame video\/audio settings whatsoever apart from screen size.
act one can be boring\/frustrating if you miss a clue.. love it, nice art style and music, miss my childhood. Yes. More Azel.
Whatever it be, h or non-h. I'll take it.. I think you guys misspelled cancel on the quit menu...
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Trigonarium is a very solid twin-stick shooter that has never received the recognition and love it well deserves. If you find the 
Geometry Wars games to be too fast for you, but you enjoy the mechanics of Super Stardust HD, then this is the game you want to
have a go at. Unlike many other titles in the same price bracket, this one appears to have been tested thoroughly: I don't recall
experiencing any bugs whatsoever.

This title is critically underrated and at only three euros it's an absolute steal. I urge everyone to give it a whirl!. Fun
game.....................IF IT FU**ING WORKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. oppss.. I lost my time machine and trap in
stone age era.. So let me start out by saying... there are not that many male/male dating sims. Especially not ones that are really in
deep with complex stories. I did not dislike this game. In many ways I enjoyed it... but it was much pricier than I normally spend on
dating sims. For me to spend as much as I did on this game (as it was not on sale) I have certain expectations that it did not mean. I
can deal with not having a full english audio, but I cannot deal with the sheer number of spelling and grammer issues. Let me
clarify, I am not obsessed with spell and grammer and I am prone to such errors, but for a game as expernsive as this is... the
amount of errors was unacceptable. In one route alone I counted about thirty. Some errors changed the meaning of the sentence
entirely.

My final thoughts are, I would recommend this game but only if you bought it on sale.. Game is extremely poorly made.
All controls show up in relation to a controller/gamepad.
That would be fine since I wanted to play it with a controller anyway, but the game is so badly put together that you can't even use
one. And if you think the controller is to blame, no. I tested it on a lot of other games - works fine. Except on this one.
So I was left to figure out which controller button corresponds to which keyboard key, and even once I did, it was still a mess.
Do not buy this game until it goes on final release because chances are that they finally got basic stuff like CONTROLLER
SUPPORT figured out by then.. Help I'm steppin' into the Anime Zone
The place is a madhouse, feels like being cloned
My beacon's been moved under moon and star
Where am I to go, now that I've gone too far
Help I'm steppin' into the Anime Zone
The place is a madhouse, feels like being cloned
My beacon's been moved under moon and star
Where am I to go, now that I've gone too far
Soon you will come to know,
When the animes start to bone
Soon you will come to know, when the animes start to bone
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